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Abstract
A speech recognition system targeting high inflective languages
is described that combines the traditional trigram language
model and an HMM tagger, obtaining results superior to the
trigram language model itself. An experiment in speech recog-
nition of Czech has been performed with promising results.

1. Speech Recognition of Inflective
Languages

Inflective languages pose a hard problem in speech recognition
due to two phenomena: highly inflective nature (causing data
sparseness problem and excessive vocabulary growth), and free
word order (causing the traditional speech recognition systems,
such as n-gram Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) on word forms
to be less accurate than for English). Specific methods target-
ing speech recognition of inflective languages have been already
introduced in [1], [2] and [3]. The authors mainly focus on im-
proving the language model by decomposing words from the
vocabulary into stems and endings. This approach has mainly
helped in reducing the size of the vocabulary of the speech rec-
ognizer reducing the WER slightly.

2. Combining Taggers with Language
Models

Tagger has been to our best knowledge first introduced as a
speech recognition language model component in [4] without
improving results over the baseline bigram model. The idea has
been further explored in [5] where the author proposes the in-
terpolation with a trigram model.

P (W ) = λP (wi|wi−2, wi−1)+
(1 − λ)Q(wi|g(wi−2), g(wi−1)),

(1)

where g(wi) is the tagging function. The importance of for-
mula (1) for languages with the data sparseness problem is that
the new component Q can have enough evidence to give us re-
liable statistics about the word sequence W as the size of tag
set tends to be much smaller then the size of the vocabulary
itself. The problem with approach (1) is that the tagging func-
tion g(wi) depends on all words of the utterance (supposing
that the tagging component is performed by an HMM tagger).
The standard solution is to replace the probability Q by a new
probability Q∗:

Q∗(wi|w1, . . . , wi−1) =∑
Q(wi|g1, g2)T (g(wi−2) = g2, g(wi−1) = g1)

(2)

The new probability T is the corresponding forward probability
of the HMM tagger. The calculation of the forward probabilities
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expensive task in this model. We can thus maximize the
nce of tag-word pairs instead of maximizing sequence of
only. One of the consequences of this approach is that
not use the forward probabilities at all. We compute the

ard Viterbi decoding instead. The new Q(T, W ) function
es:

Q∗∗(wi, gi|w1, . . . , wi−1) =
pt(gi|gi−1, gi−2)po(wi|gi, gi−1)

(3)

pt and po are the corresponding transition and output
bilities distributions of the HMM-tagger and g, gi, gi−1

e tags corresponding to words w, wi, wi−1. We can hope
ven without ever seeing the word wi in the train data the

ation hidden in the corresponding preceding tags will tell
ething about the word itself. In our setup we are using

orphological analyzer [6] so that for every input word only
t of possible tags is considered.

Taggers for Inflective Languages

verage tagset usually contains around 1000 - 2000 dis-
ags; the size of the set of possible tags can reach several
ands. Apart from agglutinative languages such as Turk-
innish and Hungarian (see e.g. (Hakkani-Tur et al., 2000
there have been attempts at solving the problem of tagging
me of the highly inflectional European languages, such as
emans et al., 1996) [8], (Erjavec et al., 1999) (Slovenian)
Hajic and Hladka, 1998) (Czech) [10] and (Hajic, 2000)

entral and Eastern European languages) [11]. Some new
iques have been explored for tagging inflective languages
mbining rules and statistical methods [12]. By using this
d the authors report results on Czech slightly above 95%.
ould note that the use of rules for tagging is not practical

e task of HMM based speech recognition as the rule-based
onent of the tagger has the form of a restarting automaton
deletion (Platek 1999) [13]. This means that the whole
ased tagging system has more than a context free power
an’t be integrated with the FSA approach we are using.
ven this system has never reached - in the absolute terms
rformance comparable to English tagging (such as [14]),
stands above 97%.

HMM Tagger Component

ecided to use a strictly probabilistic trigram based HMM
r. The tagger operates according to the well known for-

T = argmax T P (W |T )P (T ) (4)

e purpose of our LM we need reliable distributions pt and



pt(ti|ti−2, ti−1) = λt
3P (ti|ti−2, ti−1)+

λt
2P (ti|ti−1) + λt

1P (ti) + λt
0

1
|T |

po(wi|ti−1, ti) = λo
3P (wi|ti−1, ti)+

λo
2P (wi|ti) + λo

0
1

|V |

(5)

where P (. . .) is the raw maximum likelihood estimate of
probability distributions. |V | is the size of the word forms dic-
tionary. |T | is the size of the tagset. The interpolation coeffi-
cients are grouped to buckets according to histories. We use a
standard bucketing scheme based on the formula

v(h) =
C(h)

|{w : C(h, s) > 0}| , (6)

where s is either word or tag. With this approach we get for
each history h (in our case of length two) an index v(h) into a
certain bucket. The buckets (as shown in Table 1) are chosen
during the training phase so that each contains approximately
the same amount of data.

Table 1: Example of buckets for the smoothing coefficients of
the pt probability.

λt
3 λt

2 λt
1 λt

0 Bucket interval

0.032 0.788 0.178 0.002 (0.00; 1.00〉
0.124 0.706 0.167 0.003 (1.00; 1.48〉
0.215 0.643 0.138 0.003 (1.48; 1.83〉
0.749 0.222 0.029 0.001 (22.80; 26.10〉
0.816 0.177 0.004 0.003 (92.48;∞)

The maximum likelihood estimate has been obtained by
computing relative frequencies from the hand-annotated text.
We have used the PDT [15] development set which has been di-
vided into training and held-out data. The training of smoothing
coefficients has been performed by maximizing the probability
of observing the held-out data by the bucketing model described
above. This maximization has been done using the standard
Baum-Welch algorithm [16]. The error rate of the statistical
tagger we have trained is slightly above 95% on the evaluation
part of the PDT corpora.

3. Speech Corpora

3.1. Acoustic Data

Our acoustic corpus consists of 26 hours of clean speech of
broadcast radio and TV news. Weather forecast, traffic an-
nouncements and sport news were excluded from the corpus.
The channel has been sampled at 22.05 kHz with 16-bit resolu-
tion. 22 hours were used for acoustic modeling the remaining
four hours were used as the test set. The corpus was collected
at the University of West Bohemia [17].

3.2. Acoustic Features

The acoustic features are Mel-Frequency Cepstral coefficients.
Each acoustic feature vector consists of twelve cepstral coeffi-
cients plus energy and their delta and delta-delta coefficients.
Cepstral mean subtraction was applied to all feature vectors on
a per utterance basis [18].
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Baseline system

er to see how much improvement the integration of the
r component will bring us we decided to implement the
aseline we can achieve using traditional LM techniques.

till impossible to run a full trigram decoder on word forms
zech due to its vocabulary size. Thus we took a bigram
er (using the AT&T tools [19]) and created lattices with
e lattices have been transformed to trigram lattices and

red with a trigram language model which has been trained
ollection of Lidove Noviny (Czech daily newspaper) con-
g approximately 33 million words.
ur bigram back-off language model used in the decoder
e trigram model used for lattices rescoring has been build

a vocabulary of 62k most frequent tokens. The out-of-
ulary rate of the transcriptions of the test data is 8.17%.
ilized [20] to estimate the corresponding back-off param-
f the language model. The oracle accuracy of the held-out

attices is 87.76%.
rom our preceding experiments we learned that the correct
g of scaling factors makes a significant difference on the
. Based on the preceding experiments we have also found
troducing the insertion penalty does not get us any gain in
curacy as long as we use the optimum scaling factors for
nguage model. On a set of held-out data (400 lattices) we
the optimal scaling factors for the baseline trigram LM
e acoustic model. The scaling factor fLM is optimized
hieving the best accuracy on the held-out data with the
ing formula:

−103fLM log P (W ) − log P (A|W ) (7)

2: Finding the optimum scaling factor on the set of held-
ta

fLM Accuracy

11 70.35%
12 70.88%
13 71.33%
14 71.51%
15 72.04%
16 71.59%

he baseline trigram system uses the scaling factor 15 as
in Table 2. The Accuracy of the baseline system on the

ata is 71.90%.

4. Speech recognition experiment
rmula 1 gives us a hint how to combine the tagger compo-
ith the trigram language model. For practical reasons we

ed to use a slightly different approach similar to the way
ned our baseline. Our goal is to find the optimum scaling
s fLM and ftag on the same set of the held-out data as
or the baseline tuning. The formula now becomes:

03(fLM log P (W ) + ftag log Q∗∗) − log P (A|W ) (8)

he effect of tuning the parameters fLM and ftag can be
n figure 1.
e can see from the figure 1 that the introduction of the

r component leads to the accuracy improvement in every
The maximum accuracy gain point occurs with the factors
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Figure 1: Accuracy as a function of fLM and ftag

at fLM = 10 and ftag = 5. The WER of this best setup is
27.03% on the held-out data.

The test set contains 2500 lattices with the oracle accuracy
of 87.69%. By combining the trigram language model with the
tagger component we succeeded (see Table 3) to improve the
baseline by 1.21% absolute.

Table 3: Test data experiments

Accuracy Language model used

70.24% bigram model
69.31% trigram model fLM = 10
71.90% trigram model fLM = 15 (baseline)
73.11% combination fLM = 10 , ftag = 5
87.69% Oracle Accuracy

5. Conclusion
In this paper we introduced a new language model which is
a combination of a traditional trigram language model and an
HMM tagger. We achieved a promising improvement in accu-
racy over the baseline trigram model. The method described in
this paper can be combined with the morpheme based approach
as introduced in [1].
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